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These Easter baskets are filled with red, yellow, blue and pink eggs. 

Read, colour the baskets and the eggs. Then find out: 

In which basket are two pink eggs?  

basket 1 basket 2 basket 3

1. Two yellow and four pink eggs are in the same basket.

2. Three blue eggs and six red eggs are in the same basket.

3. The basket on the right is purple.

4. Next to the basket with four blue eggs is a basket with six blue eggs.

5. Next to the purple basket is a green basket.

6. Next to the basket with six red eggs is a basket with two red eggs.

7. Four red eggs and five yellow eggs are in the same basket.

8. In the orange basket are four blue eggs.

9. Next to the basket with five yellow eggs is a basket with four yellow and three pink eggs.
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At Easter children collect coloured Easter eggs in baskets. In each basket are yellow, green, blue, 

purple and orange eggs.

Read, colour the baskets and the eggs. Then find out:

In which basket is one orange egg?  

basket 1 basket 2 basket 3

 1.  Next to the basket with two green eggs is a basket with four green and one  yellow egg.

 2. Three blue eggs are in the basket next to the one with four blue eggs.

 3. In the basket with two purple eggs are three orange eggs.

 4. The basket on the left is grey.

 5. Four yellow and four blue eggs are in the same basket.

 6. Three purple eggs are in the basket next to the one with four purple eggs.

 7. Three green eggs and two yellow eggs are in the same basket.

 8. In the brown basket are two green eggs.

 9. Next to the grey basket is a red basket.

 10. Five blue eggs and four purple eggs are in the same basket.

 11. The basket with four orange eggs is next to the basket with three orange eggs.
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At Easter children like to paint Easter eggs. These eggs are painted with dots, stars and stripes. A 

ribbon is tied around each egg.

Read, colour and find out:

Which Easter egg has a blue ribbon?  

Easter egg 1 Easter egg 2 Easter egg 3 Easter egg 4

1. Blue stars and a yellow ribbon are on the same Easter egg.

2. One Easter egg has orange dots and red stripes.

3. The Easter egg with orange stripes is next to the Easter egg with red stripes.

4. The Easter egg on the right has pink dots.

5. Next to the Easter egg with the orange stripes is an Easter egg with yellow  stripes.

6. The Easter egg between the one with the pink dots and the one with the blue dots has red dots.

7.  Between the Easter egg with the yellow ribbon and the egg with the green  ribbon is the egg with 

the pink ribbon.

8.  The Easter egg with purple stars is between the egg with yellow stars and the egg with green 

stars.

9. One Easter egg has purple stripes and yellow stars.

Easter eggs  
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